
Commodity Intelligence 
China’s new direction.



First we have to accept that 7% growth is 
gone.



Then we have quality not volume



Coal could be dead for decades



Much Alt Energy



Commodities by Sector
Oil and Base



Oil
Hope.. and the twofer







Traded crude has had the sharpest rally.

We think it financially driven



France has <1% real gnp growth, yet product 
demand is double digit.

We see this pattern wherever we can find retail 
statistics.



Oil is Scary.
Remove inventory.. and demand is weak



Base Metals
Glut, capex fade.



Aluminium
Needs Demand



Inventory is falling.



No More NEW China 
Capacity from 2016

~Al has high natural growth rate and we will 
start to see some rising utilisation.



Nickel

~Indonesia export ban not all its cracked up to 
be.
~Inventories surging.
~Stainless production+ demand feeble.



Inventory rising



Sharp fall in stainless output in China= sharp fall 
in 

Nickel demand weak



Stainless has been sick for a decade.



Chinese exports subdued= external demand soft?



Trade sanctions on Chinese stainless now intense. 
Its far too porous a market for these sanctions to 

work.



Chinese stainless has 25% market share in most 
markets now.



Nickel has been a dog. 



FeNi changes the Nickel game permanently.



Copper

~Codelco struggling.
~Electrical theme is still powerful.
~Healthcare theme still potential power here



Codelco is sick. Compare and contrast with Saudi 
Aramco



Chinese ore imports keep going higher



Coppers break bear?



Copper miners actually do have plausible upside



Copper is very congested chart right now



Copper inventory not excessive.





Turquoise Hill: best pure play large project quoted 
right now.



Grupo Mexico has the best reserves and mine life of 
any of the quoted coppers.



Capex now falling, production set to rise. 
Tia Maria delays noted.



PGM’s

~Plat/Gold below one.



This is a problem for me. Market wants to find a low, 
but Plat/Gold still determinedly saying recession.



Alt Energy



This is Germany. Onshore Wind and Utility PV already 
pari passu with Natural Gas



Alt Energy replaces Nuclear in the mix in the US



Yet Alt Energy is already 52% of US capex spend



Wind



9 offshore wind farms close to FID: Small subsidies in 
this market make this an interesting test of whether 

offshore is becoming economic.



Here’s the big Wind players. If the offshore market is 
really coming alive it transforms their prospects.



India is becoming a crucial growth market for both wind 
and solar



Domestic Chinese programs are keeping capacity out of 
the international market, and that’s very bullish for 

pricing.



Chiho Tiande a  Chinese metal recycler has taken off 
like a banshee!



Solar



Ongoing performance improvement in Solar



US costs have a long way to fall to EU costs.


